SUMMARY OF TESTS (BMT-38)

1. Scope

   1.1. Requirements for submitting Summary of Tests (BMT-38).

2. Applicable Document

   2.1. FHWA FHPM Volume 6, Current Edition

   2.2. Construction Information Memorandum 5-88.

3. Summary of Method

   3.1. Form BMT-38 is required to be submitted by each Division to the Materials and Tests Engineer along with a letter of certification (Exhibit A) indicating that all materials used on all projects containing Federal funds, and State projects subject to future federal funding were tested and met the required specifications. The letter of certification shall be signed by the Division Engineer, the Division Materials Engineer or the Division Construction Engineer. This is submitted at the completion of the project. Please note that the BMT-38 Form has two sheets. Sheet 1 will be used for a cover letter and Sheet 2 will be used thereafter. The Specification Item Number under which this material was paid should also be shown in addition to the Laboratory Number in the Laboratory Number column.
LETTER OF CERTIFICATION BY DIVISION ENGINEER

Materials and Tests Engineer
Bureau of Materials and Tests
Alabama Department of Transportation
Montgomery, Alabama 36130

Re: Project No: __________________________
______________________________County

BMT-38 Materials Certification

Dear Sir:

This is to certify that all of the materials used on the above referenced project met pertinent specification requirements of the contract. All of the materials were properly covered by samples tested, and/or certified, and accepted by the Bureau of Materials and Tests.

Laboratory reports covering tests of materials reported for this project are attached to Form BMT-38 submitted with this certification and are on file in the Division office.

Sincerely,

Division Engineer

EXHIBIT A